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Excessive exposure to water will deteriorate the 
furniture. Wipe away any water splashes or 
condensation after use. Do not allow water to sit on 
the countertops or inside the drawers.

All bathrooms should be well ventilated. We 
recommend the installation of a suitable extractor 
fan.

Clean with a soft damp cloth only. 

Use a wax free polish if one must be used. 



5.
Make all plumbing connections and 
test for any leaks. 
We recommend the following saneux 
waste accessories:
WA005 - Low profile waste trap.
530S- Click waste. 
WA006 - Super low profile waste trap 
& click waste.
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1. 
Mark the location of both mounting 
plates ensuring that they are positioned 
inside the side panels of the unit. The 
recommended height for the unit 
including basin is 850mm. 
The fixings provided are for solid 
walls, for hollow or stud walls use 
specialist fixings.

3. 
Make sure that there are no hidden 
pipes or cables in the wall.
Drill 2 holes per mounting plate using 
an 8mm drill bit to a depth of 55mm.
The fixings supplied are for solid walls. 
For hollow or stud walls use specialist 
fixings. 

2.
To remove the drawer from the unit, 

fully extend the drawer. Under either 
side of the drawer are two plastic clips 

that can be pulled to release the 
drawer from the runners.
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4. 
Locate the plates on the inside walls of 
the unit onto the wall mounting plates. 

Secure the unit to the wall by 
tightening the screw. Use a spirit level 

to ensure the unit is balanced 
horizontally. 

7.
When installing with a countertop, offer 
the countertop to the wall mounted 
units and mark the position of the waste 
and tap holes. Place the countertop on 
top of a surface such as MDF and make 
the required holes. All holes made into 
wood should be sealed with a PVA or 
Oil Based Paint to seal the wood.

6.
For the UN160W double models. 

 Install both UN080W units on the wall 
independently, ensuring that they are 

level. Then install the countertop, 
securing it to the units with a suitable 

silicone adhesive.

8.
Secure the basin to the unit using a 

silicone sealant. If installing the 
countertop, make sure to use the 

brackets and screws supplied.
IMPORTANT: Seal the edges between 

the basin/countertop and the 
furniture.


